Network traffic anomaly detection has become a popular research tendency, as it can detect new type attacks in real time. However, the network traffic appears as a complex dynamic system, causing by the collaboration of many network factors. Although various methods have been proposed to detect anomalies, they are mostly based on the traditional statistical physics. In these methods, all factors are integrated to analyze the variation of the network traffic. But in fact, the changing trend of the network traffic at some moment is only determined by a few primary factors. This paper presents a non-statistical network traffic anomaly detection method based on the synergetic neural networks. In our method, a synergetic dynamic equation based on the order parameters is used to describe the complex behavior of the network traffic system. When the synergetic dynamic equation is evolved, only the order parameter determined by the primary factors can converge to 1. Therefore, the network traffic anomaly can be detected by referring to the primary factors. We evaluate our approach using the intrusion evaluation data set of the network traffic provided by the defense advanced research projects agency (DARPA). Experiment results show that our approach can effectively detect the network anomaly and achieve high detection probability and low false alarms rate.
Introduction
Although some significant measurements have been carried out in the network security management, the real-time network traffic anomaly detection is still an unsolved problem of network security.
Generally, the network intrusion detection approaches can be divided into two classes: misuse detection and anomaly detection. The former uses labeled patterns of past anomalies to detect anomalies possibly occurring [1, 2] . The later establishes the normal patterns of the network behavior by training to detect anomalies substantially deviated from these patterns [3] .
The early research work on the anomaly detection was mostly signature-based, which need to update the new signature database frequently and is not suitable for the real-time network anomaly detection. Thus, more investigations on the network traffic anomaly detection have been performed, which can detect new type of anomalies and fulfill the requirement of the real-time anomaly detection.
The proposed approaches of anomaly detection mostly adopt the traditional statistical physics methods to extract the macro features of the network traffic, such as self-similarity [4, 5] ,entropy [6, 7] , probability distribution [8] . Then the network traffic anomaly can be detected by using various pattern recognition techniques, such as neural networks [9] , hidden model [10] , integrated access control [11] , and sensor fusion [12] , machine learning [13] . However, the modeling of the network traffic is a complex process which driven by many factors such as network devices, topology, transfer protocol, as well as the interactive cooperation and competition between the network users. Thus, the network traffic often shows the non-linear, non-stationary and complex nature characteristics [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and is a complex dynamic system. Its macro behavior is yielded by the collaborative activities of these factors. At some moment, the changing trend of the network traffic is only determined by a few primary factors and the contributions of the rest secondary factors are slight [19] . When anomalies occur, the network traffic system will transform from a normal equilibrium to an abnormal equilibrium. The transformation process is catastrophe, but not stationary and it is promoted by the primary attack factors. The traditional statistical physics methods based on the stationary hypothesis of the network traffic always ignore the real catastrophe process.
In order to solve the problem above, we present a non-stationary network traffic anomaly detection approach based on the synergetic neural networks (SNN). In our method, a synergetic dynamic equation is used to describe the complex behaviors of the network traffic system. The synergetic order parameters solved by this dynamic equation essentially embody the effect of the primary factors that guide the transformation of network states. When the synergetic order parameters are evolved, only the order parameter determined by the primary factors can converge to 1. Therefore, the network traffic anomaly can be detected by referring to the primary factors. To evaluate the performance of our approach, we test our system on the standard defense advanced research projects agency (DARPA) data sets and compare the results with a statistical physics method. The results show that our approach is effective to detect the network anomaly.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we exhibit our anomaly detection based on the SNN. In Section 3 we show some experiment results and analyze the performance of our method. At last, we make a conclusion in Section 4.
The anomaly detection based on the SNN

The network traffic anomaly based on the SNN
In this section we discuss our method based on the SNN and provide the structure of an algorithm to detect network traffic anomalies.
As we know that the network traffic often shows the non-linear, non-stationary and complex nature characteristics and it is a complex dynamic system. Its macro behavior is yielded by collaborative activities of many factors. However, at some moment the changing trend of the network traffic is only determined by a few primary factors, the contributions of the other factors are slight. The generation of the network traffic is the result of the collaboration of all factors, such as network devices, topology, transfer protocol, the interactive cooperation and competition between network users and attackers. However, all these factors are not equal on the contribution of the network traffic. When anomalies occur, the primary factors is represented by the behavior of abnormal users or attackers and the network traffic system shows the abnormal state determined by the behavior of abnormal users or attackers. Here we call the primary factors as the order parameters, which are the focus of our research of the network anomaly detection.
The motion of the network traffic system depends on the transformations among the equilibrium states determined by the primary factors. In the normal network traffic (when the state of the network traffic is normal, that is to say, no anomalies happened, we call the network traffic as the normal network traffic.), the network traffic system maintains the stationary variation tendency dominated by the normal primary factors even if the fluctuation of the network traffic generated by other factors may be great. We call this network state as the normal equilibrium state. After attacks occurring, the network traffic system maintains stationary abnormal state dominated by the primary anomaly factors. We call this network state as the abnormal equilibrium state. When attacks occur, the network state will transform from the normal equilibrium to the abnormal equilibrium. The state change of the network traffic is transient and is a catastrophe process.
The network traffic anomaly detection using the SNN is a process of pattern recognition based on the synergetic. In this process, the testing data is called as identified patterns and the training data is called as prototype patterns. The process to recognize identified patterns is a process to map the identified patterns to some existing prototype patterns where the process is dominated by the primary factors called as order parameters.
According to the basic concepts of the synergetic [19] , a dynamical system researched in the synergetic can be expressed as follows:
The treatment to recognize identified patterns q can be described as a dynamic process: after making the initial patterns labeled as (0) q from an intermediate state ( ) q t into a prototype pattern k v , that is, the prototype pattern k v is most near with (0) q , the process can be described
Where, (0) q is the identified network traffic, k v is the stored normal network traffic or the various abnormal network traffic, the intermediate state ( ) q t can be expressed by the order parameter k  determined by the primary factors of the network traffic. This process can be specifically described by a given dynamic equation (2) . Assuming the number of the prototype patterns is M and the dimension of the prototype pattern vector is N , where M N  is requested.
Where, q is the testing network traffic pattern vector with the initial input pattern value (0) q . k  is the attention parameter. Only when it is positive the testing patterns can be identified. ( ) F t is the fluctuation factor of the network traffic and can be ignored. B and C are specified coefficients and must be greater than 0. k v is the prototype pattern vector,
( , , , )
is the adjoint vector of k v and they meet:
k v must be prepared by normalizing and zero-mean:
Vector q can be decomposed into a prototype vector k v and the remaining vector w :
The adjoint vector of q is defined as follows:
Obviously there is a relationship: 
According to the equation (1), (2) and (8), correspondingly the dynamic equations and the potential function described by the order parameter are as follows: 
We know that when the potential energy of a system reaches the lowest, the system dominated by the order parameters comes into the most stable state. In this case, the order parameters almost can not change. That is to say, the steady state of the network system is decided by the following formula: 0
If it is defined:
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Then the equation (11) and (13) can be rewritten as follows: 
The anomaly detection method
In this method, the network traffic is extracted as the network traffic time series in packets per second and then the time series is dealt by the SNN to detect anomalies. In each types of the network traffic, we select some network traffic time series sharing the same size N that can reflect the normal and the abnormal makeup a prototype pattern set including M components.
The process of the anomaly detection includes two stages: the training stage to learn the prototype patterns of each types of the network traffic and the test stage to detect the network traffic anomaly. The detection steps are given as following. b) Achieve the corresponding order parameter k  of each prototype p attern. c) Evolve by the following order parameter dynamic equation (17) until the SNN becomes converging to a specific prototype pattern and then the specific prototype pattern is the detection result of the test pattern vector (0) q . Thus the anomaly detection processes have completed.
Where,  is the iterative step.
Experiments
Experiment data
The network traffic data used in our experiments is obtained from the DARPA intrusion detection evaluation database. It includes five weeks network traffic data. In these data, the traffic data of the week 1 and week 3 contain none attacks. The data of week 2 lack the labeled information of the exact time when the attacks occur. Thus we only use the week 4 and 5 of the network traffic data. There are four types of network attacks, including DoS(Denial of Service), PROBE(Surveillance/Probing), U2R(User to Super user (root)) and R2L(Remote to Local user) are collected. The attacks in Friday, week 5 are with the longest short-length (287) among all days and contain 4 types of attacks, which is extracted as the training data. In details, for each type of attacks and the normal data on Friday, week 5, a sub-serial with a length of 143 (287/2) was extracted as a training vector. Then an amount of the sub-serials with the same length separated from the all-day's data (except the training data) were provided as the testing data. The mean generation rate of the attack for the testing data is 8%.
Results
In our experiments, each point of the network traffic was detected as one of the five patterns (including four attack patterns and one normal pattern) based on the classifying method using our SNN model.
The given constants B and C were chosen as 1 B C   , which are greater than 0 to guarantee the convergence of the SNN. The attention parameter k  is also initialized as 1 to make the same attentions with five patterns. Figure 2 (a-e) show the evolving curves of the order parameters of the network traffic data of the normal, U2R attack, R2L attack, Probing attack and Dos attack, respectively. It can be seen that only one order parameter converges to 1 and the others converge to 0. Moreover, the order parameter with the converged value 1 just corresponds to the real prototype pattern of the testing data. Figure 3 For further validating our method, we make a contrast with a traditional statistical physics method using the auto-correlation function (ACF) [20] . We compare its results with the ACF on the same detection data. The DR and FAR of the two methods of each day in the week 4 and 5 are shown in Figure 4 (a, b) . The mean DR of SNN method is increased 22% than that of ACF. Simultaneously, the mean FAR of SNN method is decreased 1% than that of ACF. In other words, the SNN method improved the DR greatly and maintained the FAR in a low level either. 
Conclusions
In our study, a new approach based on the SNN to detect the network traffic anomaly is presented. By introducing a synergetic dynamic equation, the complex system of the network traffic has been described exactly. Moreover, the experiment results on the DARPA intrusion detection evaluation data set indicate that our approach achieves satisfactory detection rates with high detection rate and low false alarm rate.
